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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present a generic framework to enable constraint-based automotive E/E-architecture optimization using a domain-specific language. The quality of today’s automotive E/E-architectures is highly influenced by the mapping of software to executing hardware components: the so-called deployment problem. First, we introduce a holistic architectural model facilitating a seamless model-based development from requirements management to deployment, which is the focus of this work. Second, we introduce our domain-specific constraint and optimization language AAOL (Automotive Architecture Optimization Language) capable to express a wide range of deployment-relevant problems. Third, we present a generic, i.e., solver-independent framework currently supporting multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEA). We investigate the feasibility of the approach by dint of a case study taken from the literature.
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D.2.11 [Software Engineering]: Software Architectures—Languages (e.g., description, interconnection, definition); D.3.3 [Programming Languages]: Language Constructs and Features—Constraints
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1. INTRODUCTION

This work is part of the Software Platform Embedded Systems (SPES_XT) project. SPES_XT is supported by the German Federal Ministry for Education and Research (BMBF) by 01IS12005.

During the last decades, more and more software-controlled functions were introduced in automobiles. These functions are realizing a multitude of different tasks ranging from highly safety-critical and real-time control tasks, as for instance the airbag control system or advanced driver assistance systems, to comfort and infotainment systems. Later ones are less safety-critical but pose different kinds of requirements with respect to non-functional requirements, for instance usability.

Today’s automotive E/E-architectures (electric/electronic) can be best characterized as historical grown networks of different bus systems which connect electronic control units (ECUs). We observe ad-hoc solutions rather than well-engineered future-prone architectures. As in the future, the number of software-controlled functions in cars will grow further, the challenge to grasp the enormous complexity involved in the development of such systems will dominate the engineer’s daily work. Hence, new ways of system design had to be applied: (i) Model-driven development (MDD) helped to reduce the complexity apparent to the developer and (ii) the introduction of different levels of abstraction helped to structure the model as well as the development process into different stages. The approach of this work fits well in the model-centric way of thinking and conceptually extends previous work done by Haberl et al. [28,29] and Broy et al. [12]. Engineers have to decide on which of the available ECUs a function should be realized. This is similar to the question where to execute software components as we will see later in this paper. Traditionally, this question was answered with a lot of experience and gut feeling. Of course, on the one hand the influence of engineering experience should not be underestimated, on the other hand, however, these solutions are—if at all—optimal by accident.

During the development of software-intensive automotive systems, optimization steps are involved at different stages. We will exemplary point to some of them and go into depth at the already mentioned software to hardware allocation step, which is also referred to as deployment or partitioning in the literature. The aim is to develop a domain-specific language (DSL) capable to express likewise optimization objectives and constrains. Note, the aim is not to develop a general-purpose optimization and constraint language (cf. Section 2 for related work) but a specifically tailored language for the automotive domain. However, we think that it could easily be adopted—if necessary at all—to the special needs of for instance the avionics domain because both domains share to a large extend similar characteristics with respect to safety, real-time, and cost constraints for
example. A central requirement for such a DSL is its appropria-
teness for the specific needs and to reach a high level of user satisfaction and thus acceptance. Typically, during sys-
tem development—no matter of which domain—engineers are faced many requirements that are oftentimes conflicting, i.e., usually the goal to develop a car with a reduced carbon footprint conflicts with the goal of a car with maximized power. Therefore, the goal in such situations is to find the best compromise (trade-off) amongst the different goals (design criteria) [18].

This work provides the following contributions:

(i) We present a generic and flexible framework for model-
based optimization of automotive E/E-architectures.

(ii) In this regard we suggest a domain-specific optimiza-
tion and constraint language called AAOL.

(iii) A first implementation makes use of multi-objective evolutionary algorithms.

We developed a plugin for the Eclipse [2] platform that im-
plements our methodology for architectural models and opti-
mization objectives and constraints written in AAOL.

Outline.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 refers this work to the state-of-the-art and state of practice.

Next in Section 3 we introduce the proposed DSL embed-
ded in a seamless development methodology. In Section 4 we show how the DSL is realized. Section 5 evaluates the presented approach by dint of a case study from the automotive domain. Finally, Section 6 concludes this article and sketches future research directions.

2. RELATED WORK

This work is basically related to two research directions: (i) constraint programming or constraint satisfaction prob-
lems (CSP) and (ii) multi-objective optimization of auto-
motive E/E architectures. Hence, we will relate our work to both directions separately.

Very similar to a mathematical way of writing constraints and combinatorial problems isAMPL—A Mathematical Programming Language by Fourer et al. [21]. This high-level programming language is used to formalize optimization problems. Instead of solving the problems directly, AMPL calls external solvers for linear or nonlinear problems with discrete or continuous variables. For experts in the operations research (OR) domain, the fact that AMPL follows a mathe-
natical notation could be beneficial [21]. However, this cannot be expected from engineers or system architects, who are our intended users. There are many other specification lan-
guages proposed in related work such as DEPICT [6], which is a high-level formal language for modeling constraint sat-
sification problems, or ESSENCE [29], which is a constraint language for specifying combinatorial problems. ESSENCE was designed to write rigorous problem specifications in a combination of natural language and discrete mathemat-
sics such as those catalogued by Garay and Johnson [24], or Z [44], or NP-SPEC [13] to compile problem specifications into SAT. Chenouard et al. [14] propose to model constraint in a graphical fashion and then translate the model into different formats used by common solvers. We take a sim-
ilar approach to [30] of letting the user specify what they want and not how to achieve it. In this paper a synthe-
sis of Cyber-Physical Architectural Models is performed, by specifying several real-time constraints. This synthesis is performed using a new approach called Integer linear pro-
gramming Modulo Theories. However, the focus is more on specifying different kinds of constraints from the aerospace domain and not on multi-objective optimization.

During the development of automobiles, historically opti-
mization steps were performed at different stages and by vari-
ous stakeholders. Questions concerning economic (e.g. cost models [8–10, 41]) and mechanical/electrical (e.g. car body optimization [43], hybrid powertrain [19], and EMC [11, 22, 42]) engineering oftentimes arose. In recent years, however, researchers were also concerned with reliability of automo-
tive E/E architectures and an automatic process of mapping software components onto available ECUs, which is also referred to as deployment or allocation in the literature. Grunse et al. [27] give an outline of architecture-based methods for optimizing dependability of software-intensive systems. Similar to the presented approach, Grunse et al. [26] propose to use evolutionary algorithms and multi-objective optimization strategies to find good architectural design al-
ternatives with the tool ArchEOpterix [7]. Kugele et al. [32] use integer linear programming (ILP) to optimize deploy-
ment with respect to non-functional requirements in combi-
nation with an SMT-based (SAT modulo theories) schedul-
ing scheme within the COLA tool-chain [28, 29]. Moreover, Meedeniya et al. [36] use a Genetic Algorithm (GA) in a reliability-driven deployment optimization of embedded sys-
tems. Also a GA is used by Kumar et al. [34] to perform a multilevel redundancy allocation. Streichert et al. [45] apply multi-objective evolutionary algorithms for topology optimization in networked embedded systems. This work is extended by Lukasiewycz et al. [35] to allow for concurrent topology and routing optimization in automotive networks. Their approach is based on SAT decoding that combines a Pseudo-Boolean (PB) solver and Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithms. The latter one is also applied in this paper. A further improvement is presented by Glass et al. [25]. They propose a new algorithm for multi-objective routing with a genetic encoding independent of the underlying net-
twork topology. Czarnecki and Olamecha suggest an optimiza-
tion framework for Software Product line development [37]. The paper presents ClaferMoo, an optimization framework that is able to perform multi-objective optimization in con-
text of Variability-rich software for Software Product line de-
velopment. ClaferMoo uses an iterative algorithm that can list the Pareto optimal points during computation. The used modeling language called Clafer, allows specification of objec-
tives and constraints. However, Clafer is a more abstract modeling language compared to AAOL which is specifically targeted for the automotive domain.

All the mentioned approaches, let it the CSP specification languages or the automotive E/E architecture optimization methods, have in common that they have their specific ad-
vantages and also disadvantages. The presented approach, however, tries to seamlessly integrate a simple but yet pow-
eful DSL to be applied in the development of automotive E/E architectures—currently for software to hardware deployment—with multi-objective evolutionary algorithms to concurrently optimize different (confictive) design objec-
tives while satisfying a set of constraints.
3. APPROACH

This paper tries to establish the notion of model-based optimization for the development of embedded systems, in particular automotive E/E architectures. The notion is inspired by model-based design or engineering and assumes not only the use of design models (architectural models, cf. Section 3.1), but also the use of optimization models (cf. Section 3.2), allowing a seamless development process taking optimization goals into account. This combination of architectural model with its viewpoints and the newly introduced optimization model with its optimization viewpoint facilitates:

(i) **Reuse** optimization objectives and constraint models in future projects from a library.
(ii) **Specify** optimization goals regardless of the tool support.
(iii) **Documentation and traceability** of design decisions in the same model.

In the following, some more details about the mentioned models are given.

3.1 Architectural Model

To grasp the enormous complexity apparent to developers or architects of automotive E/E-architectures or similar complex systems in general, model-driven development was one methodology to push back the limits of practicable manageable system sizes. The ideas to structure and modularize systems are not new, but go back to seminal works by Dijkstra [17] and Parnas [39] in 1972. Decoupling, structuring, and hierarchization are some examples of simplifications in system design. But designers of complex, reliable, safety-critical, and networked embedded (automotive) systems still face complex problems. The task remains complex even though structuring techniques are used since the complexity is problem-inherent. However, what these methods can provide is to tame the complexity such that developers are able to manage the design process.

The framework of the presented approach proposes to consider the system design under different viewpoints, namely the **Requirements**, the **Functional**, the **Logical**, and the **Technical Viewpoint**. The last three mentioned are also used in the approaches proposed by Kugele et al. [33], Broy et al. [12], and all of them in the SPES 2020 (Software Platform Embedded Systems) [40] methodology.

![Figure 1: “Classical” viewpoints together with the orthogonal Optimization Viewpoint.](image)

In the following, we give a brief description of the different viewpoints in so far as necessary for understanding the whole approach. However, we will concentrate on the **Technical Viewpoint**. Moreover, in addition to the mentioned approaches, we propose to add a so-called **Optimization Viewpoint**, which facilitates the specification of both objective functions and constraints to be considered at the respective point in the overall development process.

Figure 1 shows the mentioned viewpoints. In principle at each transition from a higher to the next lower level, whereas the **Requirements Viewpoint** is considered as the highest and the **Technical Viewpoint** as the lowest, respectively, optimizations can be performed. As indicated in the figure, we focus our attention in this work on the **Technical Viewpoint** and therefore on optimizations within this viewpoint. Nonetheless, also the other viewpoints are briefly explained next. For further details please refer to the mentioned literature.

**Requirements Viewpoint.**

Goals, derived and refined requirements are specified and managed within this viewpoint.

**Functional Viewpoint.**

All software-controlled functions of a system are defined and structured. Moreover, possible interactions—so-called feature interactions—are modeled here.

**Logical Viewpoint.**

The logical cause-effect relationships are modeled using for instance box and arrow diagrams and state charts. This viewpoint is still hardware-independent. The cause-effect from data sources, further processing, to data sinks is modeled.

**Technical Viewpoint.**

Both the software architecture and the targeted hardware topology are modeled within this viewpoint. The allocation realizes a mapping relation $\rightarrow \subseteq S \times H$, where $S$ is the set of software components of a software architecture and $H$ is the set of hardware components of a given hardware topology that can be an allocation target. In **AAOL** $\rightarrow$ is written as $\Rightarrow$. Basically the software architecture consists of a set of software components annotated with technical details like worst-case execution time (WCET), period, RAM, ROM etc. Moreover for each software component $s \in S$ a precedence relation is given, i.e., a set of other software components $s$ depends on. We write $s' \prec s$ if $s$ depends on the results of the execution of $s'$. The hardware topology consists of hardware components and hardware connections. Hardware components are electronic control units (ECUs), sensors, actuators, and gateways. Hardware connections are typically bus systems like CAN, LIN, MOST, or FlyRay. Hardware components are connected via buses. In **AAOL**, we write $\text{SoftwareComponent } s \leftrightarrow \text{LIN } l$ when a software component $s$ produces traffic on the LIN bus $l$, for example.

3.2 Optimization Model

As pointed out in Section 2, there are different optimization languages, mostly very mathematical and thus for non-mathematician hard to understand. Derived from this lack of simplicity and usability, we propose a DSL to express likewise optimization objectives and constraints. But before going into details, an easy example should motivate this need.
Example 1. Assume we want to minimize cost and weight of an E/E-architecture simultaneously respecting that the resource capacities (CPU, ROM) are not exceeded when allocating software to hardware components. For this multi-objective optimization problem we have the following exemplary objectives and constraints:

\[
\min (f_1(x), f_2(x))
\]

where \( f_1(x) \) and \( f_2(x) \) denote the functions (cost, weight) to be minimized and \( x \) denotes the set of decision variables. Such that the following constraints are satisfied:

\[
\sum_{s \in \{s | s \text{ -> } h_1\}} s.\text{ROM} \leq h_1.\text{ROM}
\]

\[
\sum_{s \in \{s | s \text{ -> } h_2\}} s.\text{ROM} \leq h_2.\text{ROM}
\]

\[
\vdots
\]

\[
\sum_{s \in \{s | s \text{ -> } h_m\}} s.\text{ROM} \leq h_m.\text{ROM}
\]

where \( h_1, h_2, \ldots, h_m \in H \) and \( m = |H| \) is the number of hardware components. Similarly, constraints for any other kind of restricted resource (e.g. CPU) have to be stated. In AAOL this problem can be stated as follows:

```haskell
  objectives:
  min Weight:
  forall (HardwareComponent h)
  where SoftwareComponent s -> h:
    sum(h.weight);
  min Cost:
  forall (HardwareComponent h)
  where SoftwareComponent s -> h:
    sum(h.cost);
  constraints:
  const ROM:
  forall (ECU e)
  where SoftwareComponent s -> e:
    sum(s.rom) <= e.rom;
```

3.2.1 Objectives

In AAOL objectives are specified in order to express what aspects of a system (e.g. E/E-architecture) shall be optimized. Both minimization and maximization of system aspects are supported (see the example above).

3.2.2 Constraints

So far, we support the following constraints. Detailed examples using AAOL are given in the next Section 3.3.

fix-constraints are used to state that several design decisions are already made, i.e., they are fixed. For example when a certain software component shall be executed on a defined ECU.

```haskell
  const Fix:
  for (SoftwareComponent SWC_1, SWC_2):
    SWC_1 -> ECU_1, SWC_2 -> ECU_2;
```

matching-constraints are generally used to check if the hardware components on which software components are deployed have some matching property. For example, check for all software components whether the ECUs on which they are deployed are from the same vendor.

```haskell
  constraint Vendor:
  forall (SoftwareComponent s)
  where s -> ECU e:
    s.vendor == e.vendor;
```

capacity-constraints are usually used to restrict the amount of an available resource. Examples are memory, CPU-time, or network bandwidth.

```haskell
  constraint ROM:
  forall (ECU e)
  where SoftwareComponent s -> e:
    sum(s.rom) <= e.rom;
```

The support for network bandwidth requires more sophisticated considerations as discussed in Section 4.2.2.

compatibility-constraints are used to express compatibility relations. In the automotive context, for instance the ASIL classification (Automotive Safety Integrity Level) defined in the ISO 26262 [31] standard defines a hierarchy of safety levels.

```haskell
  constraint Asil:
  forall (SoftwareComponent s)
  where s -> ECU e:
    s.asil <= e.asil;
```

3.2.3 Orders

We give our users the possibility to define custom orders. Custom ordering is needed because if our optimization model has multiple solutions we want to rank the solutions based on custom defined importance. Also if a compatibility constraint is defined, we have to know the ranking of all possible values of a property for being able to assess the compatibility of a deployment. This functionality is provided in the orders section of the optimization language.

Ranking of Solutions.

For our optimization model multiple solutions might be generated. Since it is unfeasible to present a set of random solutions, we are trying to help our users to pick the best solution for them. We give the user the possibility to provide a custom ordering of the defined objectives. Based on the custom ordering we rank the solutions and present them to the user. Below we can see an example of such a custom ordering. We have defined three minimization objectives Cost, Height, and Weight and additionally defined, in the orders section, a custom ordering of the objectives.

```haskell
  objectives:
  min Cost: ...
  min Height: ...
  min Weight: ...
  orders:
    order objective: [Cost > Weight]
```

Based on the objective ordering, we know that solutions with lower cost should be presented first, afterwards if the cost is the same for two solutions the weight objective is used as a further ranking field.
Expressing Compatibility Relations.

An example of compatibility relation was given in Section 3.2.2, where the ASIL level of all software components deployed on a hardware component should be compatible. In order to derive this compatibility relation we have to know the ordering of the ASIL levels.

The above example defines the critical order of the ASIL level. In case of an ASIL compatibility constraint, the generated deployments are checked for ASIL compatibility. This means that a software component with ASIL D can only be deployed on hardware components that have also level D, because from the defined ordering ASIL D is the most critical. Deploying a software component with ASIL B on a hardware component with ASIL A is not possible whereas deploying the same software component on a hardware component with ASIL D is possible. For the first case, an automatic ASIL decomposition is planned as future work.

For every compatibility constraint for which a custom property is checked for compatibility, we have to define a custom ordering as in the example above.

### 3.3 Syntax and Semantics of AAOL

In this section, we define both the syntax and the semantics of the Automotive Architecture Optimization Language (AAOL) by dint of a running example. AAOL facilitates the specification of constraints as well as the definition of optimization goals of E/E designs in a model-based development setting.

#### 3.3.1 Syntax

The syntax (grammar) of AAOL is defined in Figure 2. The basic concepts of AAOL are: (i) objectives, (ii) constraints, and (iii) orders. For a longer example, please refer to the case study explained in Section 5.

#### 3.3.2 Semantics

After having seen some examples and having defined the syntax of AAOL, the next step is to detail on its semantics. Therefore, we give the denotation of each language construct.

**Structuring Commands.**

The AAOL commands objectives, constraints, and orders are used to indicate the start of the respective sections within the textual model.

**The import Command.**

The import command is used to reference the model to use for optimization.

**The use Command.**

use S with H where S is the set of software architectures contained in the used model and H is the set of hardware topologies, respectively. For all combinations of software architectures and hardware topologies an optimal deployment is computed, i.e., the number of possible combinations is |S| · |H|.

### Specification of Objectives.

Within the objectives section, a set of minimization or maximization objectives is defined as follows: first it is specified whether an optimization function is to be minimized or to be maximized using the minimize (min) or maximize (max)
keywords followed by an objective name. Then we have a forall \((M)\) quantification over a set \(M\) of software or hardware components, which is restricted by a predicate in the where clause, yielding \(M'\). Currently only simple predicates are supported, but it will be extended in the future (cf. also Section 6):

(i) Deployment predicate:
There exists a software component \(s \in S\) that is deployed to a hardware component \(h \in H\).
\[\exists s \in S : (s, h) \in \text{where where } sMC a \rightarrow h.\]

(ii) Bus communication predicate:
There exists a software component \(s \in S\) that sends data to another software component \(d\) in a way that bus communication over e.g. a LIN bus \(l\) is needed.
\[\exists s, d \in S : (s, h_1), (d, h_2) \in \text{where } s < d \text{ and } h_1 \neq h_2: \text{where } s \leftrightarrow \text{LIN } l.\]

As one can see, the where clause in objectives is an existential quantification. Finally, a mathematical expression is evaluated over the restricted set \(M'\). For this purpose, AAOL supports so-called aggregation functions. These functions operate on sets—on \(M'\), to be precise. Such a function is for instance \(\sum (M')\) intuitively computing \(\sum_{i \in M'} i\). Of course, standard mathematical operators and (in)equalities are supported as well and other aggregation functions can be easily integrated.

**Specification of Constraints.**

Within the constraints section, a set of constraints is defined as follows: a constraint begins with a keyword of the same name, constraint, followed by its name. Then it depends on whether we want to specify constraints for concrete instances of software or hardware components, then we use for \((\cdot)\), or for all software or hardware components, then we use forall \((\cdot)\). Again, analogous to the objective specification, but now an optional where predicate follows. Finally, a mathematical expression follows similarly to the objectives. However, there is a difference: the aggregate functions operate over the restricted set \(M'\) in the objective case, whereas in the constraint case, they are applied to those components restricted in the where clause. The forall command is internally unrolled to a set of single constraints (cf. Section 4.2.1).

**Specification of Orders.**

Within the orders section, a set of relations is defined as follows: an order begins with the keyword order. There is a special order—the objective order—which is used to define an order on the objectives. Deployment results are ranked according this order (cf. Section 3.2.3). For non-objective orders, e.g. ASIL classification, an order is assumed, whereas transitive elements are derived automatically and thus do not have to be specified. Moreover, these orders have a name.

### 3.4 Abstract Optimization Framework

We have build an abstract framework that supports the realization and evaluation of our problem-specific optimization model by using different solver implementations. Flexibility was one of the main factors that drove the design of the framework. Figure 3 provides a brief overview of our framework. The abstract optimization framework is viewed from three different perspectives marked by the rectangles in the lower right of the figure.

**Problem-specific Perspective.**

First we have to model an optimization problem, which is denoted by the ProblemOptimizationModel. An example of such a problem is one of the scopes of this paper, the definition of an abstract optimization problem for deploying software components to hardware components by optimizing a set of objectives at the same time. Each problem definition has its own solution model, marked in the Figure 3 by the ProblemSolution interface.

**Solver-specific Perspective.**

Second our model is easily adaptable to different solver implementations marked in the figure by the classes Solver1 to Solver4. The optimization model has to be solved later, so that a solution is generated. There are several different solvers that can find solutions for various optimization problems. Dealing with solver-specific interfaces in a clean and separate manner was an important requirement for us. We have used theVisitor design pattern, to allow a clear and separate way to translate our optimization model to solver-specific interfaces. The solver-specific visitors are represented by the classes Solver1, Visitor to Solver4, Visitor, which both call the respective solver instances Solver1 to Solver4.

**Problem-specific and Solver-specific Perspective.**

The concrete classes in Figure 3, Solver1,ProblemSolution to Solver4,ProblemSolution are first problem-specific because each optimization model has its own representation of a solution. But the solutions are also solver-specific because each solver represents solutions in its own way. We needed a clear abstraction to model separate needs of this two perspectives in the solution part.

The multi-objective ProblemOptimizationModel is a OptimizationModel and contains objectives, modeled by the Objective class, constraints modeled by the Constraint class, and orders modeled by the Order class, which are inherited from the abstract OptimizationModel.

The Abstract Optimization Framework is fully adaptable to different needs by providing different abstraction points. It is totally decoupled from the AAOL language constructs, letting the optimization model vary independently from the actual AAOL syntax. Separate problem-specific optimization models are supported by our framework. To add a new solver to our framework only means to define a new visitor-specific class, which translates the abstract optimization model into the solver-specific interface and also to define a solver-specific and problem-specific solution to view the results.

**General Flow in the Framework.**

The AAOL syntax is parsed in an abstract syntax tree (AST) which is later translated into the problem-specific Optimization Model. All objectives, constraints, and orders are translated into the abstract class hierarchy shown in Figure 3, which is then translated by the solver-specific visitors into solver-specific interfaces. The solver tries to find solutions, which are then returned back in problem-specific solution objects. The UI component is invoked, so that the results are displayed to the users.
4. REALIZATION

We have implemented the abstract optimization framework mentioned in Section 3.4 in Java. The whole project is realized as an Eclipse [2] plugin. We are using Xtext [5], an Eclipse-based framework for developing DSL languages that provides support for building the AAOL language artifacts.

Our solver implementation is based on a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm framework.

4.1 Concrete Framework Instantiation

Our approach is evaluated by instantiating the abstract optimization framework defined in Section 3.4, with the problem of deploying software components onto hardware components by optimizing various parameters.

We defined a concrete DeploymentOptimizationModel class which is a problem specific optimization model. The DeploymentOptimizationModel class contains several objectives, constraints, orders, and it also contains the software components and hardware components, for which a deployment will be generated.

An abstract class DeploymentSolution was defined to model the actual deployment. MOEA mentioned in Section 4.2 is used as a solver implementation. An MOEAVisitor is defined to translate the DeploymentOptimizationModel in the MOEA-specific interface. Because MOEA is generating the deployment in a specific way a specific implementation of the DeploymentSolution is defined, MOEADeploymentSolution class.

4.2 Multi-objective Optimization

One of the most powerful features of our AAOL language is the possibility to specify multi-objective optimization problems. Objectives can be self-contradictory because depending on the hardware topology and the software architecture in use, minimizing or maximizing two objectives at the same time, is not always possible. In the context of multi-objective optimization an optimal solution is rather different than in the context of single optimization.

**Multi-objective Example.**

To illustrate the challenges of multi-objective optimization we present a simple example. Suppose we want to deploy two software components SWC1 and SWC2 on hardware components. As a hardware topology we have two ECUs available, ECU1 and ECU2, properties like cost and weight are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ECU</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ECU1</td>
<td>15 EUR</td>
<td>850 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECU2</td>
<td>20 EUR</td>
<td>750 g</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: ECUs with properties

Assumptions: for the sake of simplicity we assume that each hardware component has enough resources to satisfy the ROM/RAM needs of both software components at the same time. The software components can run independent of each other, they do not need to communicate. We also ignore the underlying hardware connections because we only want to emphasize the problem of multi-objective optimization. Two objectives are defined, one for minimizing the cost and the other objective for minimizing the weight. We want to minimize the cost while at the same time minimizing also the weight. Any constraints are omitted because they are not relevant for this example.

Our optimization problem, is composed then of two minimization objectives and has as an input the two software components SWC1 and SWC2 which have to be scheduled on the above mentioned hardware components. It is easy to see the two optimal deployments result, as a solution to our optimization problem. In the first deployment both software components SWC1 and SWC2 can be scheduled on ECU1, for a total cost of 15 EUR and weight 850 g. The second solution schedules both software components on ECU2 for a total cost of 20 EUR and weight 750 g.

We can see that the first solution is optimal from the point of view of cost and the second one is optimal from the point of view of weight. As opposed to simple optimization we cannot find a global optimal solution. If we choose the solution 2 instead of solution 1 we are minimizing the weight, but the cost is getting higher. The same happens if we choose solution 1, we improve the cost but the weight gets higher, we cannot improve one objective without worsening the other. These two solutions are called non-dominated or Pareto optimal solutions. [38]

The above deployments show that in the context of multi-objective optimization a set of solutions can be generated, which are all acceptable solutions from the optimization point of view.
MOEA Multi-objective Framework.

Starting with the optimization model defined in Section 3.2, we are using a genetic algorithm approach to generate all possible non-dominated deployments.

We have chosen MOEA [4] as our solver implementation. MOEA (multi-objective evolutionary algorithms) is an open source Java library that supports multi-objective optimization by the use of evolutionary algorithms. The framework implements several state-of-the-art genetic algorithms and provides an extensible interface for using them.

The AAOL language is parsed in our DeploymentOptimizationModel, after this the abstract objectives and constraints are transformed into the MOEA framework, with the help of the MOEAVisitor class implementation. A customized genetic algorithm based on NSGA-II [16] is called which generates one or multiple deployments. The algorithm starts with an initial population of 1000 deployments, these deployments are then gradually selected and mutated until a set or a single non-dominated solutions is generated. We have used a custom mutation operator to preserve defined for-constraints. These deployments are represented by the MOEADeploymentSolution objects. However, there might be a large set of solutions. Based on the user defined importance of objectives, see Section 3.2.3, the solver solutions are sorted according to the user-defined importance.

4.2.1 Unrolling of Objectives and Constraints

During the translation into solver-specific interfaces the abstract objectives and constraints of the optimization model are unrolled in more fine grained constrains and objectives.

Objectives Unrolling.

Objectives are functions that we want to minimize or maximize. Each defined objective in the objectives section is unrolled in exactly one function in the solver interface. After we generate a deployment, we also want the exact value of the minimized/maximized objective, because of the 1-to-1 mapping between defined objectives and unrolled objectives, the solver can generate out of the box the minimized/maximized value for the objective.

Constraints Unrolling.

In case of constraints that are defined using for, a single constraint instance is translated in the solver specific interface.

Constraint defined using forall will be unrolled in multiple constraints in the specific solver interface.

```java
const RAM:
forall (ECU e)
where SoftwareComponent s -> e:
sum(s.ram) <= e.ram;
```

In the above example we have a capacity-constraint that checks if on the ECUs on which software components are deployed the total RAM capacity is not exceeded. Since we are applying the where clause, a restricted set of ECU’s is taken into account, the set $M'$ of ECUs is defined as in Section 3.3.2. This set of ECUs yields a set of constraints. The above constraint is unrolled in a set of constraints having the size equal to the size of the set $M'$. Each of the unrolled constraint is checking whether the total RAM of a specific ECU is not exceeded.

4.2.2 Minimization of Bus Load

Depending on the deployment decision taken by engineers or the automatic approach presented in this work, we observe a different amount of load on the involved buses. Assume we have given a topology as depicted in Figure 4a. There, different ECUs are communicating via two bus systems connected via a gateway. An exemplary communication relation between SWC 1 on ECU 1 and SWC 3 on ECU 3 is depicted as a dashed arrow. As one can see, a message sent from SWC 1 has to pass the gateway and causes bus loads on CAN 1 and CAN 2, respectively. Of course, in more complex topologies with several gateways and even more buses, complex communication patterns have to be considered. Therefore, we reduce the communication problem to the All Pairs Shortest Path (APSP) problem and use a breadth-first search (BFS) algorithm to find all paths between deployment targets—usually ECUs but also smart sensors and actuators—in a graph induced by the respective hardware topology, yielding a run-time complexity of $O(n \cdot (|E| + |V|))$ where $n$ is the number of ECU vertices (gray shaded), $|V|$ is the number of vertices, and $|E|$ is the number of edges in the graph. An example is depicted in Figure 4b. Depending on the communication partners, different buses are used, illustrated in the table of Figure 4c. We model the causal relationship among the software components to be deployed right within the model. Moreover an (early) approximate for the required payload on an (in-)directly connected bus is specified. This information together with that of the hardware topology is used to specify objectives as well as constraints over buses, e.g. bandwidth limitations:

```java
min Bandwidth:
forall (SoftwareComponent s)
where s <> CAN c:
sum(s.payload / s.period);

const CAN:
forall (CAN c)
where SoftwareComponent s <> c:
sum(s.payload / s.period) <= c.bandwidth;
```

5. CASE STUDY AND EVALUATION

We evaluate the presented approach using a case study taken from the literature (cf. [20]): four power windows are modeled using both a software architecture and a hardware topology. We investigate the difference with respect to cost and bandwidth using two different hardware topologies. The alternatives are depicted in Figures 6a and 6b, respectively. The two alternatives reflect the general design paradigms: federated vs. centralized architectures. In the first case, we use a dedicated ECU (door controller, DC) for each door (FR, FL, RR, RL), in the second case, we have a centralized computing platform (central controller, CC). The presented constraint and optimization language is well-suited to harmonize on the one hand the resource offer of the hardware topology and on the other hand the resources demanded by software components.

In the following, we first briefly describe the used software as well as hardware components along with their respective properties.
5.1 Software Architecture

The software architecture consists of the two basic software components Power Window Control (PWC) and Power Window Control Coordinator (PWCC). The PWC component is assumed to require 8 kB of RAM and 12 kB of ROM, the PWCC component 6 kB and 8 kB, respectively. Moreover in the second topology, we have additionally modeled software components deployed to sensors and actuators, because in this setting bus communication occurs, which can be modeled using communicating software components. For the sake of simplicity, we present cumulated signals between interacting software components. Please refer to Florentz and Huhn [20] for a detailed overview. Figure 5 depicts the software architecture together with the involved sensors and actuators as discussed above. The figure sketches the architecture for the front right power window. All others are dashed indicated.

As additional information we see the number of bits sent as well as the respective period. These information are used to compute the bus utilization. Note, in the figures we are using the graphical notation in compliance with the AUTOSAR [1] standard.

5.2 Hardware Topology

Table 2 contains information about the hardware attributes. For the first scenario, we assume sensors and actuators directly connected to the respective DC, whereas in the second scenario, (smart) sensors and actuators are directly connected to a LIN bus. Hence, bus load caused by sensor and actuator interaction only appears in the second scenario.

5.3 Evaluation

We modeled the described system using the tool in Section 4 and the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF). In both cases we wanted to minimize cost and bandwidth. For this example, however, there was not much space for optimization. In the federated case, at each door controller an instance of PWC is executed. PWCC could possibly be deployed to any of the identical (with respect to software and hardware) door controllers. In practice, door controllers might not be identical for instance when on the front controllers software for an electrically foldable mirror function is additionally deployed. Then the full potential of the presented approach becomes visible.

For the presented two hardware topology alternatives we obtain after having specified the optimization model using the introduced DSL the following results in Table 3. Currently we only consider the net bandwidth, i.e., without message headers. But we already see that alternative two has a much more bandwidth usage while being cheaper. We use the following AAOL commands for the case study. Due to space limitations, only constraints for the door controller on the front right (FR) is shown.
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6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented a generic framework for model-based optimization of automotive E/E-architectures—in particular the software to hardware deployment problem. We proposed to use a domain-specific language, which is particularly tailored towards the needs to express both objectives and constraints occurring in the mentioned setting. The use of multi-objective evolutionary algorithms allows to simultaneously optimize multiple objectives. We designed the framework in such a way that it is easily extendable with respect to other solvers or even other optimization problems which we are faced during the development process. A power window was used to evaluate the presented approach using two different hardware topologies, namely a federated and a centralized topology with a CAN bus in the first case and a LIN bus in the latter. The language has been specified with a close industrial collaboration.

We implemented the outlined methodology as plugin for the eclipse platform.

In the future we plan to extend our work in several directions. First by improving the syntax of AAOL, for example by adding more predicates and operators in the where clause and also by allowing more mathematical expression/aggregation functions when defining constraints and objectives. Second, the solver part of our tool will be further extended. Since we defined an extensible framework, we will later easily explore new solver solutions like SMT (e.g. Z3 [15]) or ILP (e.g. CPLEX [3]) or a combination of SMT and MOEA, for providing more accurate results. We also plan to use a more complex case study to emphasize the power of multi-objective optimization of our framework, since in the present work the focus was more on constraints.
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---

import CAN_LIN_optimization.deployment;
use {SWA_CAN, SWA_LIN} with {HWA_CAN, HWA_LIN};
objectives:
minimize Cost:
forall (HardwareComponent h)
where SoftwareComponent s -> h: sum(h.cost);
minimize BW_CAN:
forall (SoftwareComponent s) where s<>CAN can:
sum(s.payload / s.period);
minimize BW_LIN:
forall (SoftwareComponent s) where s<>LIN lin:
sum(s.payload / s.period);
constraints:
constraint Fix_CAN_FR:
forall (SoftwareComponent SWA_CAN.PWC_FR_CAN):
PWC_FR_CAN -> CAN_Topology.DC_FR;
constraint Fix_LIN_FR:
forall (SoftwareComponent SWA_LIN.PWC_FR):
PWC_FR -> LIN_Topology.DC_FR;
constraint Fix_LIN_Panel:
forall (SoftwareComponent SWA_LIN.Panel_FR):
Panel_FR -> LIN_Topology.Panel_FR;
constraint Fix_LIN_Hall:
forall (SoftwareComponent SWA_LIN.Hall_FR):
Hall_FR -> LIN_Topology.Hall_FR;
constraint Fix_LIN_Force:
forall (SoftwareComponent SWA_LIN.Force_FR):
Force_FR -> LIN_Topology.Force_FR;
constraint Fix_LIN_Motor:
forall (SoftwareComponent SWA_LIN.Motor_FR):
Motor_FR -> LIN_Topology.Motor_FR;
constraint ROM:
forall (ECU e) where SoftwareComponent s -> e:
sum(s.ram) <= e.ram;
constraint CAN:
forall (CAN can)
where SoftwareComponent s <> can:
sum(s.payload / s.period) <= can.bandwidth;
constraint LIN:
forall (LIN lin)
where SoftwareComponent s <> lin:
sum(s.payload / s.period) <= lin.bandwidth;
orders:
order objective: [BW_CAN < Cost];
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